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Why Did Samuel Give Such Chronologically Precise Prophecies?

Behold, I, Samuel, a Lamanite, do speak the words of the Lord which he doth
put into my heart; and behold he hath put it into my heart to say unto this people
that the sword of justice hangeth over this people; and four hundred years pass not
away save the sword of justice falleth upon this people.
Helaman 13:5
Such precise prophetic predictions are rare in
scripture.1 Even within Samuel’s own discourse, there is another prophecy—the sign of
Christ’s death—where the exact timing is not
mentioned (see Helaman 14:14, 20–27).2 It seems
likely, therefore, that when the exact timing is
included in the record, the timing itself was
somehow significant.

The Know
During his extended address to the Nephites in
Zarahemla, Samuel the Lamanite made two remarkably specific prophetic utterances. First, he
declared, “four hundred years pass not away
save the sword of justice falleth upon this people” (Helaman 13:5; cf. v. 9; Alma 45:10). Later,
he said, “Behold, I give unto you a sign; for five
years more cometh, and behold, then cometh
the Son of God to redeem all those who shall believe on his name” (Helaman 14:2).

All ancient societies had important calendar
units or time periods that were carefully
marked.3 LDS Mesoamericanist John E. Clark
noted, “The major cycle of Maya time was a
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four-hundred-year period called a baktun.”4
Each baktun was broken down into 20 units
called a katun, a 20-year cycle, and the katun was
subdivided into units called a hotun, which was
a five-year cycle.5 According to John L.
Sorenson, “Omens and prophecies … among
the Maya were commonly phrased in terms of
the beginning or ending of whole calendar
units.”6

unique in terms of legitimizing power and authority.”12 It is therefore highly significant that
Samuel the Lamanite’s chronologically precise
prophecies each used time periods that were
likely important within the broader cultural
context of the Nephites. The use of these culturally important time periods likely served to legitimize Samuel’s prophetic authority and credibility.
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[would] be smitten’ (Helaman 13:9).”
would doubtless have considered the entire
prophecy highly symbolic.”14
Another LDS Mesoamericanist, Mark Wright,
suggested, “Samuel the Lamanite may have
According to Wright,15 part of that symbolism
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“the sword of justice hangeth over this people,”
that “the anger of the Lord is already kindled
The Why
against you,” and that the only way out was reMesoamerican anthropologist Prudence M.
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Meanwhile, the hotun was a period commonly
celebrated and commemorated, as was the
katun.19 Samuel’s prophecy warned the people
in advance that the next hotun would truly be a
cause to celebrate—it would mark the birth of
the Lord and Savior into the world. Mormon
recorded that the coming of the sign did indeed
bring “glad tidings unto the people” (3 Nephi
1:26). The occasion was no doubt honored and
celebrated for hotuns and katuns to come, not
only as marking the birth of Christ but also in
commemoration of the miraculous timing of the
sign—coming, as it did, just in time to spare the
believers from being executed (3 Nephi 1:8–16).
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This background also potentially explains why
a specific time frame for the sign of Christ’s
death goes unmentioned in Samuel’s prophecy.
It did not come at the completion of an important unit of time, as did the birth of Christ (a
hotun) and the ultimate fall of the Nephites (a
baktun). Mormon, it seems, mentioned the specific time frame of these events when it coincided with time cycles deemed important
within the surrounding culture. The prophetic
use of highly symbolic time periods in Book of
Mormon prophecy appears to be an example of
the Lord speaking “unto men according to their
language, unto their understanding” (2 Nephi
31:3; cf. Doctrine and Covenants 1:24).20
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Notes
The only other example in the Book of Mormon, also
involving the timing of Christ’s birth, is Lehi’s and
Nephi’s 600-year prophecy (see 1 Nephi 10:3; 19:8; 2
Nephi 25:19). Samuel’s five-year prophecy was particularly unique. Brant A. Gardner, Second Witness: Analytical
and Contextual Commentary on the Book of Mormon, 6 vols.
(Salt Lake City, UT: Greg Kofford Books, 2007), 5:190:
“The specificity of this prophecy is unique in the scriptural canon. Other time-specific prophecies (e.g., that the
Messiah would be born six hundred years from Lehi’s departure from Jerusalem, and that the Nephites would be
destroyed in four hundred years) were uttered about a
future so distant that no listener would still be alive. Because six hundred and four hundred are round numbers,
they also might be understood by the listeners as generic
rather than specific figures. … The five-year prophecy,
however, is absolute, finite, and testable within the lifetime of virtually all of Samuel’s listeners.”
2 While Samuel’s prophecy in Helaman 14 never mentions the timing of the sign of Christ’s death, it is evident
from 3 Nephi 8:1–4 that the timing had been revealed to
the Nephites at some point. Whether it was Samuel who
revealed the timing or someone else is not clear, as it only
says that the people “began to look with great earnestness
for the sign which had been given by the prophet Samuel”
(v. 3). Only the sign, not the timing, is connected to Samuel. Perhaps the timing was revealed by the “just man”
who kept the record and “did many miracles in
the name of Jesus” (v. 1). It could also have been revealed
in some of the “much preaching and prophesying which
was sent among them” in the wake of the first sign (3
Nephi 2:10). If it was Samuel, it would appear that Mormon omitted that detail when he copied over Samuel’s
prophecies, perhaps for the reasons suggested here: the
timing did not coincide with a number full of symbolic
significance.
3 For general reference and background on the Mesoamerican calendrical systems, including the long count
(tun) system, see Mary Miller and Karl Taube, An Illustrated Dictionary of the Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico
and the Maya (London, UK: Thames and Hudson, 1993),
48–54; Kaylee Spencer-Ahrens and Linnea H. Wren,
“Arithmetic, Astronomy, and the Calendar,” in Lynn V.
Foster, Handbook to Life in the Ancient Maya World (New
York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2002), 250–260; Joel
W. Palka, The A to Z of Ancient Mesoamerica (Lanham, MA:
Scarecrow Press, 2010), 22–23.

John E. Clark, “Archaeological Trends and Book of
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Bradshaw, Stephen D. Ricks, and John S. Thompson (Salt
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often celebrated by royalty and commemorated in monumental inscriptions.” Also see Prudence M. Rice, “Time,
Memory, and Resilience among the Maya,” in Millenary
Maya Societies: Past Crises and Resilience, ed. M.-Charlotte
Arnauld and Alain Breton (Mesoweb Press, 2013), 13:
“The completion of full twenty-year k’atun or their fiveyear quarters were regularly celebrated by rulers in what
Mayanists call ‘Period-Ending’ (hereafter PE) ceremonies.”
6 John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting for the
Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City and Provo, UT: Deseret
Book and FARMS, 1985), 274.
7 It is important to note that the Nephites need not be
using the Mayan calendar to nonetheless recognize the
sacred importance of these numbers in the calendaring of
their neighbors, and to even be influenced in such a way
to as also give weight and import to time cycles of 5, 20,
and 400 years themselves. Though commonly referred to
as the “Maya” calendar system, it was known throughout
Mesoamerica and likely had its origins among the Olmec
between 500–400 BC. The earliest long count date attested
is 36 BC, on Stela 2 in Chiapa de Corzo, confirming it’s
use in Samuel’s time. See Gardner, Second Witness, 5:177;
Foster, Handbook to Life, 36–37. Interestingly, Chiapa de
Corzo is in Chiapas, Mexico in the Grijalva River valley,
believed by some scholars to be the land of Zarahemla.
Chiapa de Corzo is even identified by some scholars as
the Nephite city of Sidom. See John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting for the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake
City and Provo, UT: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1985), 5–
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“The cycles dominated Maya thought and resulted in a
deterministic view in which history repeated itself. If a
given day or period resulted in dreadful consequences
once, it would do so again when the day returned or
when the cycle repeated itself.” Just as with the important
numbers themselves (5, 20, and 400 year cycles), the Nephites need not be using the Maya calendar itself in order
to have enculturated views of time as cyclical.
17 Spencer-Ahrens and Wren, “Arithmetic, Astronomy, and the Calendar,” 257, noted, “each k’atun expressed a prophecy of the future while at the same time
embodying the historical past.” Samuel seems to be expressing the same concept, only using a baktun rather than
a katun.
18 Evidence for these notions of cyclical time may be
evident in the Book of Mormon. For instance, notice that
20 years (one katun) after Samuel said “the sword of justice hangeth over this people” (Helaman 13:5), Mormon
reported that “the sword of destruction did hang over”
the Nephites once again (3 Nephi 2:19).
19 Wright, “Nephite Daykeepers,” 253; Rice, “Time,
Memory, and Resilience,” 13. Again, for Nephites influenced by the surrounding culture, 5, 20, or 400 year periods can be deemed important, celebratory occasions
without necessarily adopting the Maya calendar.
20 See Mark Alan Wright, “‘According to Their Language, unto Their Understanding’: The Cultural Context
Hierophanies and Theophanies in Latter-day Saint
Canon,” Studies in the Bible and Antiquity 3 (2011): 51–65.
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16 Sorenson, Mormon’s Codex, 439; Rice, “Time,
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